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Let E~:={x = (x 1 . . . . .  x,): x~{0 . . . . .  k - l} ,  i = 1 . . . . .  n} (k >~2). A subset ~E~ is called 
an intersection-union-family if for all x, y ¢ ~ there are coordinates i and j such that xi, Yi # 0 
and xj, Yi # k - 1. All maximum intersection-union-families andtheir size (exactly and asymptot- 
ically) are determined. 
1. Introduellion 
Let E~ be the set of all n-tuples x = (X l ,  . . . , xn)  , where x~ e{0, . . . ,  k -  1} for all 
i (k ~> 2). The elements of E~ can be considered as characteristic vectors of subsets 
of N := {1 , . . . ,  n}. In the following we identify x ~ E~ with {i: x~ = 1}. 
For k I> 2 we call a subset ~ c_ E~ an intersection-family, briefly int-family (a 
union-family, briefly un-family) if for all x, y ~ ~ there is an index i such that 
x~, Yi# 0 (an index ] such that x~, y~# k -1) .  The subset ~c_E~ is called an 
intun-family if it is both an int-family and an un-family. Let 
e(,~)(k, n) := max{l~l: ~ is a (xxx)-family in E~}, 
where (xxx) stands for int, un, and intun, respectively. ~ ~ E~ is called a maximum 
(xxx)-family if 131 = etm)(k, n). 
It is easy to prove that eint(2, n) = e~n(2, n) = 2 "-1 (see, for in'stance, [4, p. 319]). 
The following theorem was proved by Sch6nheim [8], Daykin and Lovasz [2], 
Seymour [9], Anderson [1], and Kleitman [6]. 
l l teorem 1. ei=t,m(2, n) = 2 "-2. 
A result of Erd6s and Sch6nheim [5] reads in the special case of E~: 
"]['heorem 2. 
ei~t(k, n)= e,m(k, n)= 
It is worthwhile to note that because of this theorem the obvious lower bound 
of (k - 1)k "-1 = I{x ~ E~: xl > 0}[ is not correct ff k > 2. 
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Anderson [1] inferred from the Erd6s-Sch6nheim result [5] via an FKG-type- 




ei,,,n(k, n)~4k----g ~.~=o (?)(k-1)"~""- '})  . 
In constrast with the k = 2 case there is no equality in general. We will 
determine the exact value of e~,tun(k, n), list all maximum intun-families and give 
an asymptotic value for e~nt~n(k, n) as n--> oo. 
2. Notations ud  a preliminary iemma 
We define the functions rest: E~---> E~ and supp" E~--~ E~ by rest(x) := 
{i: xi = k -  1} and supp(x):={i: x~¢ 0}. For S~E~ let supp(S) := {supp(x): x~S} 
and let rest(S) be defined correspondingly. 
Leema 1. S co_ E'~ is an int-family (an un-family) iff supp(S) is an int-family in 
E~ (rest(S) is an un-family in E~). 
The proof is trivial and can be omitted. 
For A, B _c N we define 
V~ := {x ~ E~: rest(x) = A and supp(x) = B}, 





iv l = {(ok-2) 
Iv l= Iv l. 
A~ 
Kn:= n/ 
if B ~ A, 
otherwise 
if n is even, 
if n is odd. 
(1) 
(2) 
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A family ~0~ of n/2-element subsets of N for which A e~ ~ N\Aqk~R is called a 
middle-level-without-complement-family (briefly milewic-family). If n is odd 
then only ¢ is a milewic-family. Obviously, a milewic-family is an intun-family in 
E~, and it consists of K~ subsets of N. Each int-family (un-family) of E~ Which 
consists only of n/2-element subsets of N has at most K~ elements. There are 2 r~ 
milewic-families. Finally let 
~R:={A~N:JAJ<n/2} and ~:={B~N:JBI>n/2}.  
3. The main results 
Theorem 4. Let k >~ 3. Exactly the families --~u~,~z~u~ where ~f~ is a milewic-family, 
are the maximum intun-families in E'~. In particular, 
e~t~(k,n)= ~ )-'. (n~( ! ) (k -2" - '+2K,  ~ (n/i2)(k-2)'~2-'+K,,. 
/>n/2 i<nl2 \ ]1 \1  i 2 
lIN~mt. Let ~R be a milewic-family. Then ~R O ~R and ~ O ~R are an un-family and 
~r~u~ is an intun-family. Further, an int-family in E~, respectively. By Lemma 1 , '~u~ 
using (1) and (2) we obtain that the size of *mv~XZ~u~ is equal to the right-hand side 
of the formula above. 
Now assume that 3 is a maximum intun-family, but 3 ~ va~v~XZ~vm for all milewic- 
families ~.  We will show that there is an intun-family 3 '  such that 13'1> 131. By 
this contradiction the proof of our theorem will be complete. Let 
I :  = {i ~ {0 , . . . ,  n}: there is an A ~_ N such that 
IAI--i and A~rest(3)}. 
J :=  {j ~ {0 , . . . ,  n}: there is a B ___ N such that 
IBI = i and B~supp(3)}. 
We set i*:=min{i: i~I} and ]*:=max{j:j~J}. Obviously, we have 0<~i*~ < 
½(n + 1) and n >~]* >~½(n - 1). (If, for instance, i* >½(n + 1), then rest(3) contains 
all [½(n+ 1)I-element subsets of N, i.e. rest(3) cannot be an un-family which 
contradicts Lemma 1.) 
Case 1. i* = 0 or ]* = n. Then 3 '  := 3 U V~ is a larger inttm-family. 
Case 2. i* = j*= ½n. Then 3 = *gtu~Z~u~, where 9.I and ~ are an un-family and an 
int-family of n/2-element subsets of N, respectively. But we have 
I Iv l+lV l+lV l+lv l " ~U~l  = 
< Iv l + Iv l + Iv l + Iv l ='  I v~U~l~l~ 
where ~R is an arbitrary milewic-family (note that I tl, ~ ~ and I V~J = 19~ n
~l  < K,, = Iv l). 
Case 3. i*= ½(n + 1), j *= ½(n-1). But then 3 =--atu0,~z~u~ which contradicts our 
assumption. 





Case 4. Not Cases 1, 2, or 3. Then there are three subsidiary cases: 
i *<n- j *  (hence, l<~i*<½n). 
i* > n - j* (hence, n > j* > ½n). 
l <~i* = n - ] *  <½n. 
~:={A ~_N: [A[=i * and ACrest(3)}, 
IBI=i* and BCsupp(3)}. 
By definition of i* and j* we have 9/, ~ ~: ¢. For A ~_ N let fix : = N\  A. Further 
let ~ :={fi~ :A ~9i} and • := {1):B ~}.  We put 
(3 \  V~ tn'(~)) U V~ "w'(~) in Case 4.1, 
3' :  = 3 \  Vr,~t(~)) U V,~t(~) in Case 4.2, 
I [¢~\  /]TSUlala(~*) n t ]7~ XXi  i/'~[7(supia(~)\~)O~n t i~ 
~,~) ' \  ~ V~ ~ Yrest(~)]] W I ,w~ k.I Vt~.t(~)\~) in Case 4.3. 
(For an illustration of the definition of 3 '  in Case 4.1 see Fig. 1.) 
supp (~ ~" )
i* 





(rest(3)\~[)U~ in Cases 4.1, 4.3, 
rest(3') = / 
l rest(3) in Case 4.2 
fsupp(3) in Case 4.1, 
supp(3') / 
~(supp(3)\~) U~ in Cases 4.2, 4.3. 
Now rest(3') is an un-family in E~. To show thi~ assume that Ax, A26 rest(3') but 
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A1UA2--N. If A1, A2Erest(S) or A~, A2E92 we obtain a contradiction by 
Lemma 1 or because of [AI[ = IA21-- i* <½n, respectively. If A le res t (S ) \~ but 
A2 ~ 92, then we have because of our assumption A2 ~b A~, i.e. IA~I < [A21- i*. By 
definition of i* it is At  erest(S). But A~ is also contained in rest(S), which 
contradicts Lemma 1. 
In the same way we can prove that supp(S') is an int-family. In the following we 
consider only Case 4.3. The other cases can be treated analogously. It holds 
'" C*)  
IV~ I~ < (k -2) ' ,  
l=O 
( ) ) 6 n - j *  IVr~,(~)l<l~31 + ~ (k -2 )  "- j ' - '  
l [=0 
By definition of i*, j*, 9.1, and ~ we have 
Be(supp(S) \~)O~ if IBl>~j *, 
A ~ rest(S) \ ~I if IAI < i*. 
Thus 
Because 
'* ( n - i *  ) -=2)"-2i*+' ' I v~) \~1>~1921Y (k 
t--o kn - 2 i*  + l 
"-J*-~ ( ,*)  
I Vrest(~)\~[[ ~ [~ I ~ / (k -E )  i*-I • 
I=0 
[a +e~ b ~ a of l~ i *=n- ]*<½n and (~)~,a,+~J, (~)--~(~) if a~b,  a,b, ceN,  
('3 ( ) l ( k -2 ) '~  (k -2 )  "-2~*+' if le{1, i*}, n-2 i *+ l  " " '  
( io)(k - < n - i "  
Moreover we have 
n--  ('3 ~< l (k -2 )  r-z i f l e{0 , . . . ,n - j * - l} ,  
and here equality holds for all l only if k = 3 and ]*= n -  1. 
Consequently, if k > 3 or ] *< n -  1, then 
If k =3 and ] *=n-10 .e .  i*= 1) we conclude as fol lows: If 1921> 1, say {1}, {2}e 
92, then S U V~} or S U V~2} is a larger intun-family since rest(S) U {1} or rest(S) LI 
{2} is an un-family. If I~al>l we argue analogously. Thus we can suppose 
192l = I~al = 1. But  then  
I v~ l  <~ 2, ~ ~< Iv t(~)l 2, 
IV~'w't~\~)u~l >n and[  ~s 
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i.e° 
1 '1 >1 1-4+(2n - 1)>131 
because n~>3 (in Case 4.3 we have l<½n). [] 
Theorem 5 .  
f k,,-2 
e in tun(k 'n )=~kn(e_o(1) )  
i l k=2,  
i rks3  and n ---> oo. 
Proof. Because of Theorem 1 we can suppose k >I 3. Obviously, 
ei~t~(k, n) ~ k". (3) 
By Theorem 4 we have 
eim~n(k,n)>~ ~'. 
[i--(k-- 1)n/k [ < rt/2k 
(7)(k - (1)(k - 2)-')" (4) 
Now consider the identically distributed and independent random variables 
~1,-.-, ~i with 
k -2  1 
P (~=0)=k_  1, P (~=l )=k_  1, l= l , . . . , ] .  
Further let ~i : = tjl +" "" + tjj. Obviously, j/(k - 1) and j(k - 2)/(k - 1) 2 are the 
expected value and variance of ~'j, respectively. Using (~heby~ev's inequality we 
obtain 
- 11 li_jl(k_l)l~nl2k  
([ j [>~kz) , j (k -2 )4k ' *  (1)  
=P ~i k -1  (k-1)2n:  =O , 
uniformly relative to ] ~< n. 
Thus 
li-jRk- 1) l<n/2k  z i -- 0 l i - i / ( k -  1)l~n/2k  
>~/k - 1V[  
~-'L-'~) tX-  O(1) ) ,  (5) 
uniformly relative to ]~< n. 
Considering random variables ~11,..., rl, with 
1 k -1  
P(rlz = 0)  = k P(r lz = 1) = k , l= l , . . . ,n ,  
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we obtain in the same way 
Now the theorem can be derived from (3)-(6). [] 
(6) 
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